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Abstract. Predicting student performance is a very important but yet
challenging task in education. In this paper, we propose a Multi-View
Network Embedding (MVNE) method for student performance predic-
tion, which effectively fuses multiple data sources. We first construct
three networks to model three different types of data sources correlated
with student performance, ranging from class performance data, histor-
ical grades, to students’ campus social relationships. Then we use joint
network embedding to learn the embedding representation of students
and questions based on the proposed separated random walk sampling.
Student performance is predicted based on both student and question
similarities in the low-dimensional representation. Experimental results
on the real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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1 Introduction

Education is the foundation of a nation. Students’ performance plays a sig-
nificant role in a country’s social and economic growth by producing creative
graduates, innovators and entrepreneurs. In recent years, the phenomenon of
failing examinations in universities has become more serious, which has already
affected the students’ enthusiasm for learning, even the smooth graduation for
some students. Predicting students’ academic performance in advance has be-
come more important to both students and teachers. On the one hand, educators
can strengthen the management of students who do not perform well in predicted
results, improving the enthusiasm for the students to learn, and thus reducing
the probability of students hanging out. On the other hand, according to the pre-
dicted student performance, teachers can adjust the teaching plan in time and
facilitate personalized education to enhance the learning efficiency and effect of
all students.

Therefore, there are varieties of studies have been conducted to predict stu-
dent performance. A line of methods use traditional machine learning methods
to predict student performance, such as decision tree [17], linear regression [13,
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12], Bayesian classification [14], neural network [21], and SVM [1]. Another line
of studies use matrix decomposition [18] and collaborative filtering [19] for stu-
dent performance prediction. The major challenge of performance prediction is
to reveal important factors that affect students’ academic performance. Several
methods [23, 5] are conducted to explore the impact of varieties of potential in-
formation on students’ academic performance. It has been demonstrated that
programming behavior [4], friend relationship [23], and personal behavior [22]
are correlated with students’ academic performance. There are several studies
focus on exploring the effects of multiple variables on student performance, such
as the impact of multi-regression model [10] and multi-relational factorization
model [18] on student performance prediction. Most of these approaches are su-
pervised learning or semi-supervised learning, which requires plenty of labelled
data. Additionally, existing methods only consider a single data source or in-
dependently consider the impact of each data source on student performance
prediction. But fortunately, thanks to the progress of modern network and in-
formation technology, lots of data in the process of teaching and learning has
been recorded and collected, such as learning management system data [7], cam-
pus behaviors [22] and programming behaviors [4]. Recently, emerging network
embedding techniques [8] provide a way to learn features from networks auto-
matically. The basic idea is to learn the low-dimensional representation of nodes
in a network by preserving the network structure. There have been many studies
on how to embed nodes into a low-dimensional space, such as random walk based
methods [15, 11, 25, 24], matrix factorization based methods [2, 16], Random pro-
jection based methods [6, 26], and deep learning based methods [20, 3]. However,
none of them can handle multi-view network data from multiple different data
sources.

In this paper, we propose a multi-view network embedding method for stu-
dent performance prediction, which supports to predict student performance
using multiple data sources. More specifically, we consider students’ class prac-
tice test records, historical grade data, and campus social relationships as input
data. First, we construct a heterogeneous network and two homogeneous net-
works to model the relationships between students, questions, and students and
questions from the three types of data sources. Second, we design a separated
random walk sampling for the heterogeneous network, and use joint network em-
bedding to learn the low-dimensional representation of students and questions.
Third, we implement a similarity-based performance prediction to estimate stu-
dents’ academic performance using student similarity and question similarity
in the low-dimensional representation. Finally, experiments on the real-world
datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed method.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we first introduce the data used in the paper and then formulate
the problem of student performance prediction.
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Online Judge (OJ) system is an online test and evaluation platform, which
compiles and executes the source code (e.g., C, C++) submitted by users, and
verifies the correctness of the program source code through the pre-designed test
data. It collects all records of practice tests for all students in the programming
courses. We define a practice test record as follows:

Definition 1 (practice test record). A practice test record is a three tuple
〈si, qj , t〉 that represents student si taking the time t to finish the exercise ques-
tion qj in OJ system.

The practice test records reflect the performance of students in class. In
addition, the historical grade information of students is also easily available, and
thus is often used to predict student performance. We next define a historical
grade record as:

Definition 2 (Historical grade record). A historical grade record is a three tuple
〈si, cj , g〉 that represent student si achieving the score g when he/she took the
course cj.

Moreover, the campus social relationships also influence students’ learning
activities, which in turn may affect students’ performance. We define the campus
social relationship network of students as follows:

Definition 3 (Campus Social Relationship Network). The campus social net-
work is defined as an undirected graph Gs = (V,Es), where V is the set of
students, and Es is the set of edges between the students. Each edge eij ∈ Es

represents the relationship between students si and sj and is associated with
weight wij > 0, which indicates their interaction behavior in learning activities
(i.e., the interaction frequency).

In fact, in college life, there are many student activities that may affect stu-
dents’ performance, such as co-participating academic competition, co-completing
study topics, co-involving in club activities, and often co-attending self-studies.

One simple but intuitive measure for relationship strength between students
is the interaction frequency. Specifically, let A = {a1, a2, . . . } denote the set of
all activities that both students si and sj participate in. Then the weight wij of
edge eij in graph Gs is the cardinality of A.

Then we formally define our student performance prediction problem as fol-
lows:

Problem (Student Performance Prediction Problem). At semester Γ , given
the set of practice test records of all student in the semester, the historical grade
records , and the campus social network Gs, our goal is to predict the students’
academic performance rank at this semester.

3 Method

3.1 Overview

Figure 1 shows the overall framework of our proposed model based on multi-view
network embedding, which includes three major modules as follows: Multi-view
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heterogeneous network construction module builds a heterogeneous network that
involves students and tested questions to capture all relationships among stu-
dents, questions, and student and questions from input data. Network embedding
module learns the low-dimensional representations for students and questions us-
ing our proposed separated random walk sampling from the constructed hetero-
geneous network. Similarity-based performance predictor module finally predicts
students’ academic performance based on both student similarity and question
similarity in the low-dimensional vector space.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed multi-view embedding based student perfor-
mance prediction model.

3.2 Heterogeneous Network Construction

We first introduce our student-question (or in short S-Q) graph as follows:

Definition 4 (Student-Question Graph). Student-Question (S-Q) graph is a
bipartite graph Gsq = (S ∪ Q,Esq), where S is the set of students and Q is the
set of tested questions. Esq is the set of edges between students and questions.
If student si did tested question qj, there will be an edges eij between them,
otherwise none. The weight wij on edge eij is set to t according to each practice
test record 〈si, qj , t〉.

The S-Q graph is designed to capture all information of students’ class per-
formance in this semester.

Next we also build a historical information network to capture the student
similarities from student historical performance data. Specifically, the historical
information network is an undirected graph Gh = (S,Eh), where S is the set of
all students, and Eh is the set of edges between students. If two students achieve
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relative equivalent scores (e.g., less than 5 percentage points) in the same course,
we regard they are similar once. The weight wij on edge eij ∈ Eh is the sum of
similarities between students si and sj performed in the historical grade records.

The three types of graphs above (i.e, S-Q graph, historical graph, and cam-
pus social graph) can well capture the class performance influence, historical
performance effect and campus social relationship effect, respectively. There-
fore, we propose to learn embeddings from the three graphs jointly to estimate
the student similarity and question similarity.

3.3 Multi-view Network Embedding

The three graphs collaboratively model the similarity relationships between stu-
dents from multiple perspectives. Inspired by the recent graph embedding tech-
niques [15, 11], we propose a multi-view network embedding method based on
random walk sampling.

Actually, our constructed heterogeneous graph is not a pure similarity graph.
S-Q graph only captures the information that students taking how long time to
finish the tested questions, which does not represent the similarity relationships
between students and questions, and thus can not indicate the similarity between
students. Therefore, existing random walk sampling strategies are not applied
into our graph directly.

To capture the similarities among students and among questions in S-Q
graph, we design a separated walk sampling strategy which guides the generation
of random walks in S-Q graph: Consider a random walk that just traversed edge
(s1,q), and now stays at node q (Figure 2). The walk now needs to decide on the
next node so it evaluates the transition probabilities Pr(q, si) on edges (q,si)
starting from q. We set the transition probability Pr(q, si) as follows:

Pr(q, si) =


1 si = s1
exp(λmin(w(s1,q),w(q,si))

max(w(s1,q),w(q,si))
) |w(s1, q)− w(q, si)| < r

exp(−max(w(s1,q),w(q,si))
min(w(s1,q),w(q,si))

) otherwise

(1)

Intuitively, parameters r and λ flexibly control how to explore the student
neighbors of node q. In particular, r controls the walk to tend to visit the student
nodes who take similar time with s1 w.t.r. question q. λ allows the search to
differentiate between similar nodes and dissimilar nodes by scaling the transition
probability. But even if there no similar student node in the next step, the return
weight (i.e.,1) also ensures the walk to backtrack a step, rather than going to
the dissimilar student nodes.

Note that, Pr(q, si) is not real transition probability in the strict sense, but
an updated transition weight, hence the transition probability will be computed
based on the updated weights.

By sampling the random walks in S-Q graph, we can collect the walks in
which student node and question node alternate. However, the sampled walks
are not suitable for being used directly to learn the embedding vectors of students
and questions. First, it is not necessary to map students and questions into the
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Fig. 2: An example of walk sampling in S-Q graph.

… …
…

Student Node
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the separated random walk sampling in S-Q graph.

same vector space. That is, we need not learn the similarity between students and
questions (i.e., the first-order proximity in the walks). Second, directly applying
such walks actually hurts the prediction accuracy, because such walks invisibly
closes the representations between dissimilar student nodes. For example, two
completely dissimilar students may have done the same questions. Because they
take relatively large time differences, they may not appear in the same walks.
However, in different walks, both student nodes may have first-order proximity
with the same question, and thus their representations tend to be similar during
the training process.

To address these issues, we propose a separated random walk sampling strat-
egy. As shown in Figure 3, we generate two walks from an original walks sampled
from S-Q graph, namely, each walk only contains one kind of nodes. In this way,
we cut off the similarity between students and questions, and thus effectively
differentiates the vector representations between dissimilar student nodes, and
between dissimilar question nodes.

To obtain the multi-view embedding representations, we again generate ran-
dom walks in historical information graph Gh and campus social graph Gs, and
then jointly learn the embeddings of student nodes and question nodes using the
sampled random walks from the three graphs.

Actually, we can easily tune the weights for the three views in the embed-
ding learning by setting different number of sampled walks on three graphs in
the implementation. More specifically, we fix the number of sampled walks on
historical graph Gh, and set α and β times the number of walk samples for S-Q
graph and Gs, respectively. By default, we set α = β = 1.
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3.4 Similarity-based Performance Prediction

After embedding different types of information into the representation, we use
the cosine distance to measure the similarity in the embedding space.

To predict the performance rank of students, we predict the total time took
by students to finish random selected questions, and use the time to get students’
performance ranking.

Given a selected question q, the time spent ti(q) by student si is predicted
by:

ti(q) = ω

∑
sj∈Nk(si)

tj(q)

k
+ (1− ω)

∑
qj∈Nk(q)

ti(qj)

k
, (2)

where Nk(si) represents the kNNs of si in the embedding space, and Nk(q)
denotes the most similar k questions of q. By default, ω is set to 0.5.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets

We collected the data of nearly two thousand students from one university in
China during 2016/09/01 to 2018/07/15. The dataset consists of three types of
data, which are described as follows:

– OJ practice test data: This data contains almost 2.1 millions test records from
more than 5,000 students.

– Historical performance data: This data contains all historical course grades for
the selected students in their first two years of college. Specifically, the data
includes the grade information of 24 subjects, such as advanced mathematics,
analog circuits, and linear algebra.

– Campus social data: We collect 25 campus activities of the selected students
reflecting the campus social relationships among students, such as subject
competitions, lab-mates, learning group.

We divide the data into two datasets, one containing the above three types
of data, denoted Data A. It includes more than 300 students from two majors.
Another dataset includes only the first two types of data, denoted Data B, which
consists of more than 1400 students from two grades.

4.2 Baselines and Metrics

We compare our method with the following baselines:

– Average-based methods: This baseline uses average time spent to estimate
the performance of students. We compare two average-based methods: one is
using the average time spent per student on all his/her answered questions,
the other one is using the average time spent of each student on the questions
that are similar with examinations to predict ranking, which are referred to
as Global-Avg and Neighbor-Avg, respectively.
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– Matrix Factorization (MF) [19]: We perform MF on student-question matrix
instead of the user-item matrix, and complete the student-question matrix by
matrix decomposition.

– Collaborative Filtering (CF) based methods [19]: This baseline contains two
methods: User-CF and Item-CF.

Our embedding method has three kinds of variations:

– Single-view variations: We have three single-view variations, that is, OJ-view,
History-view, and Social-view.

– Dual-view variations: We also have three dual-view variations, each variation
considers both two different data sources.

– MVNE/s: MVNE/s directly use the original random walk sampling in MVNE,
rather than the separated random walks.

Finally, we predict the results of all students from two majors and use RMSE
(root mean square error) to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method,
which was also used as an assessment metric in previous work [5, 18, 19, 9].

Table 1: Experimental results of all methods

Method
Data A Data B

Major I Major II Grade I Grade II

Global-Avg 0.3219 0.3184 0.3795 0.3651
Neighbor-Avg 0.3109 0.3073 0.3755 0.3342

User-CF 0.3023 0.3287 0.3545 0.3604
Item-CF 0.2945 0.2743 0.3504 0.3434

MF 0.2901 0.2895 0.3277 0.3012

Social-view 0.2962 0.2740 – –
History-view 0.2619 0.2431 0.2586 0.2565

OJ-view 0.2195 0.2173 0.2456 0.2286

Social-History-view 0.2342 0.2201 – –
Social-OJ-view 0.1934 0.1945 – –

OJ-History-view 0.1756 0.1843 0.2258 0.2056

MVNE/s 0.2975 0.2886 0.3456 0.3256

MVNE 0.1691 0.1703 – –

4.3 Experimental Results

Overall Performance Table 1 shows the experimental results of our method
compared to all baselines.

As we can see, our proposed Multi-View Network Embedding (MVNE) method
significantly outperforms all baselines on two datasets. The main reasons may
be: First, MVNE effectively combines three different types of data sources (i.e.,
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historical performance data, campus social data, and class performance records),
while all existing methods consider only a single data source. Second, MVNE
uses a heterogeneous networks to clearly reflect the relationships between stu-
dents and questions in the real-world datasets, and uses joint network embedding
to encode all data source information into a low-dimensional representation for
each student. Last but most important, MVNE uses the proposed separated
random walk sampling in S-Q graph to significantly improve the embedding
representations of students and questions in predicting student performance.

Variation Study From Table 1, we also observe that OJ-view performs better
than other two single-view methods (i.e., Social-view and History-view). This
may be because the class performance has greater impact on students’ final per-
formance in this semester compared to historical grade and campus relationship.
Among the three views, campus social relationship has the weakest impact on
student performance. However, Social-view method using network embedding is
still better than other baselines.

Moreover, dual-view methods perform better than corresponding either of
single-view methods on both two datasets. And MVNE achieves the best perfor-
mance on both two majors. This also demonstrates that our proposed multi-view
embedding method maximally fuses the information from multiple data sources.

Additionally, MVNE performs significantly better than MVNE/s on two ma-
jors, which also confirms that our proposed separated random walk sampling is
much more useful in learning the representations of students and questions.
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Fig. 4: Results of varying the weight parameters

Parameter sensitivity First, we study the impact of each view on the pre-
diction performance by varying the weights of the three views in the embedding
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Fig. 5: Performance w.r.t. the embedding dimension

learning. The results of parameters α and β on two datasets are shown in Fig-
ure 4. We vary α and β from 0.1 to 5 respectively. We use the grid search method
to find the best parameter settings. As we can see, the RMSE of MVNE first
decreases to the minimal value and then increases as the weight parameters
increasing. This is intuitive because both class performance and social relation-
ships are essential for a precise prediction. As shown in Figure 4(a), the RMSE
reaches minimum value when α and β fall around 1 and 0.3, respectively.

Similarly, the RMSE achieves minimum value when α is 1 in Figure 4(b). In
addition, it is clear that the prediction error decreases rapidly with α increasing
from 0. This suggests the class performance contributes a lot to the overall
prediction accuracy.

Second, we explore how the performance of MVNE changes with respect
to embedding dimension. The results on two datasets are shown in Figure 5.
As expected, the performance of MVNE first increases as embedding dimension
increases, and then drops when the dimension becomes too large. We also ob-
serve that our MVNE achieves the best results when selecting 32 dimensions on
the small dataset (Figure 5(a)), and the best performance when adopting 128
dimensions on the large dataset (Figure 5(b)).

5 Conclusions

Predicting student performance is a very important and challenging task in edu-
cation. This paper proposes a multi-view based network embedding method for
student performance prediction. Specifically, we use joint network embedding
to learn the similarities between students, questions, and students and ques-
tions from three different types of data sources. We also design a separated
random walk sampling in the heterogeneous graph to improve the prediction
performance. Finally, the superiority of the proposed model is confirmed by ex-
periments on the real-world datasets.
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